
UK accused of breaking anti-discrimination laws in not allowing Muslims Sharia
pension funds

Description

GREAT BRITAIN: Islamic supremacists are expert in finding loopholes in Western laws that they can
exploit; accusations of discrimination are a common means of this exploitation.

Sharia in any shape or form does not belong in any free country. Muslims need either to assimilate or
remain in Sharia-compliant countries.

 

“Pension Discrimination Could Cost British Muslims $18bn,” International Quran News Agency, May
25, 2021:

TEHRAN (IQNA) – The next generation of British Muslims could lose out on as much as
$18 billion over the course of their lives because of workplace discrimination that prevents
Muslims from taking advantage of government-backed pension schemes.

According to a legal opinion obtained by top Islamic finance advisers, employers could be
unwittingly breaking anti-discrimination legislation introduced in 2010 by failing to give
Muslims the option of a Sharia-compliant pension fund.

In 2012, the British government made it mandatory for employees to be automatically
enrolled in workplace pension schemes that see employers match their employees’
contributions toward their retirement funds.

However, according to halal investment advisers, Islamic Finance Guru (IFG), as many as
one in three Muslims are still not enrolled in a pension scheme — and this could end up
costing the community nearly £13 billion ($18 billion).
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The main reasons that they had opted-out, according to research carried out by IFG, were
twofold: Employers either did not offer a Sharia-compliant fund as part of the company
pension plan at all, or employees did not have enough information about the funds to be
sure they were halal.

It is forbidden in Islam to earn or pay interest on loans, excluding many of Britain’s three
million or so Muslims from mainstream pension funds, which invest peoples’ money in
interest-bearing assets such as bonds.

Instead, Muslim investors often choose to invest in special funds constructed to ensure
compliance with Islamic law — however, sometimes these funds are not made available by
employers, or workers do not even know they exist.

A legal opinion obtained by IFG found that any employer not offering a Sharia-compliant
pension fund could be breaking Britain’s Equality Act, which came into law in 2010 and
outlawed discrimination on the basis of “protected characteristics” such as race, gender and
religion.

“The vast majority of investment funds used by defined contribution pension schemes will
not be compliant with Sharia, because they invest in assets which generate interest or
involve industries considered haram,” said Paul Newman, of Wilberforce Chambers.

“It is therefore not possible for Muslim employees to become members of their employer’s
scheme if it does not offer the option of halal investment funds,” Newman said.

He continued: “Amongst the acts prohibited by the 2010 (Equality) Act is indirect
discrimination, which is concerned with acts . . . which, in practice, have the effect of
disadvantaging a group of people with a particular protected characteristic.”

Ibrahim Khan, co-founder of Islamic Finance Guru, told Arab News that the inability of many
to access pensions will cost the Muslim community a “huge amount of money.”

Khan said: “This is bad for the Muslim community, but it’s also bad the taxpayers. If you’ve
got a pensioner who doesn’t have the money to live, who’s going to pay for it? The taxpayer
is going to pay for it.”….
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